
Collection 1: Puritans and Revolutionaries  

Reading Standards: 
10.3.R.4 Students will evaluate literary devices to support interpretations of texts, including comparisons across texts: 

*Figurative Language *Imagery *Tone *Symbolism *Irony 

11.1.R.1-Students will actively listen and speak clearly using appropriate discussion rules with control of verbal and nonverbal 

cues.  

11.1.R.2- Students will actively listen and evaluate, analyze and synthesize a speaker’s message (both verbal and nonverbal) and 

ask questions to clarify the speaker’s purpose and perspective.  

11.1.R.3-Students will engage in collaborative discussions about appropriate topics and texts, expressing their own ideas by 

contributing to, building on, and questioning the ideas of others in pairs, diverse groups, and whole class settings.   

11.2.R.1-Students will summarize, paraphrase, and synthesize ideas while maintain meaning and logical sequence of events, 

within and between texts.  

11.2.R.2-Students will evaluate details in literary and non-fiction/informational texts to connect how genre supports and author’s 

purpose.  

11.3.R.1-Students will analyze the extent to which historical, cultural, and/or global perspectives affect authors’ stylistic and 

organizational choices in grade-level literary and informational genres.  

11.3.R.2- Students will evaluate points of view and perspectives in more than one grade-level literary and/or informational text 

and explain how multiple points of view contribute to the meaning of a work.  

11.3.R.3- Students will analyze how authors use key literary elements to contribute to meaning and interpret how themes are 

connected across texts:  *theme  *archetypes 

11.3.R.4-Students will evaluate literary devices to support interpretations of texts, including comparisons across texts:  

*imagery  *tone  *symbolism  *irony00 

11.3.R.5-Studetns will evaluate how authors writing on the same issue reached different conclusions because of differences in 

assumptions, evidence, reasoning, and viewpoints.  

11.3.R.6-Students will comparatively analyze the structures of texts and content by inferring connections among multiple texts 

and providing textual evidence to support their conclusions.  

11.3.R.7-Students will make connections (e.g., thematic links, literary analysis, author’s style) between and across multiple texts 

and provide textual evidence to support their inferences.  

11.4.R.2- Students will use word parts (e.g. affixes, Greek and Latin roots, stems) to define and determine the meaning of 

increasingly complex words.  

11.4.R.3- Students will use context clues to determine or clarify the meaning of words or distinguish among multiple words.  

11.4.R.4- Students will analyze and evaluate the relationships among words with multiple meanings and recognize the 

connotation and denotation of words.  

11.5.R-Students will apply their knowledge of grammar and rhetorical style to analyze and evaluate a variety of texts, 

understanding that usage and convention change over time and using that understanding to manipulate style when appropriate.  

11.6.R.2-Students will synthesize the most relevant information from a variety of primary and secondary sources following 

ethical and legal citation guidelines.  

11.6.R.3-Students will evaluate the relevance, reliability and validity of the information gathered.  

 

Writing Standards 
11.1.W.2-Students will give formal and informal presentations in a group or individually, providing textual and visual evidence 

to support a main idea.  

11.1.W.2-Students will work effectively and respectfully within divers groups, demonstrate willingness to make necessary 

compromises to accomplish a goal, share responsibility for collaborative work, and value individual contributions made by each 

new member.  

11.2.W.1-Students will apply components of a recursive writing process for multiple purposes to create a focused, organized and 

coherent piece of writing.  

11.2.W.2-Students will plan and prewrite a first draft as necessary.  

11.2.W.3-Students will develop drafts by choosing an organizational structure and building on ideas in a multi-paragraph essay.  

11.2.W.4-Students will edit and revise multiple drafts for logical organization, enhanced transitions and coherence, sentence 

variety, and use of tone and point of view through specific rhetorical devices to establish meaningful ideas.  

11.2.W.5- Students will use resources to find correct spellings of words.  

11.3.W.2-Students will compose essays and reports to objectively introduce and develop topics, incorporating evidence and 

maintaining an organized structure and a formal style.  

11.3.W.3-Students will elaborate on ideas by using logical reasoning and illustrative examples to connect evidences to claims.  

11.4.W.1-Students will use domain-appropriate vocabulary to communicate complex ideas in writing clearly.  

11.4.W.2-Students will select appropriate language to create a specific effect according to the purpose in writing.  

11.5.W.1-Studentss will write using correct mechanics.  

11.5.W.2-Students will compose simple, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences and questions including the use 

of phrases and clauses, to signal differing relationships among ideas.  

11.5.W.3-Students will demonstrate command of Standard American English, grammar, mechanics, and usage through writing, 

presentations, and/or other modes of communication to convey specific meanings and interest.  

 



 

Unit Objective/Reading and Writing Reason:  

This is the jumping off point for American Literature. Much of what we are going to learn through the 

course of this year is how literature is reactionary. When the colonist first discovered/invaded America, 

they wanted to be different, and by doing so, they created their own particular style. It is important to note 

the transitions of American Literature. By doing so, we gain an insight into our culture and understand the 

distinct American philosophies that have shifted by varying degrees over time.  

 

Assignments 

TPCASTT Notes   Patrick Henry 

Anne Bradstreet   Thomas Jefferson 

Jonathan Edwards   Test 

Timeline for Assignments: 

Days 1-2: Group Notes: Collection 1   Day 10: Rhetorical Appeals/Thomas Jefferson J 

Days 3: TP-CASTT Notes      Day 11: Group Test: Pairs  

Days 4: TP-CASTT: Anne Bradstreet   Day 12-13: Essay 

Days 5-6: Figurative Language/Jonathan Edwards JN Extra Credit: TPCASTT- World, in hounding   

Days 7: The Perfect 5 Paragraph Essay/Patrick Henry JN                                         me… pg. 33 (50Pts)  

Day 8-9: Greek and Latin Roots 

    

 

Vocabulary: Provide definitions and examples of each. (Submit for 25 Bonus Points!!!)  

 

Analysis- 

Characterization- 

Connotation- 

Deism- 

Diction-  

Denotation-  

Emotional Appeals-  

Ethos- 

Figurative Language-  

Imagery-   

Irony- 

Logical Appeals- 

Logos-  

Metaphor- 

Pathos- 

Plain Style-  

Paraphrase-  

Personification-  

Persuasion-  

Shift- 

Simile- 

Synthesis- 

Theme- 

Thematic Statement- 

Thesis Statement-    

Tone- 

 

 

 

 


